An interactive discussion with Bruce Rosenstein

REMAINING RELEVANT IN A CHANGING WORLD, THE PETER DRUCKER WAY

The powerful book *Create Your Future the Peter Drucker Way*, by Drucker scholar and author Bruce Rosenstein incorporates the master’s time-tested principles into a step-by-step daily plan that will change your life forever. Whether you’re a recent college graduate faced with a difficult job market, an ambitious entrepreneur trying to anticipate the Next Big Thing, or a struggling executive weathering a storm of constant global change, join Bruce to learn how Drucker’s surprisingly timely approach to the future will guide you through anything the world throws at you.

CREATE A FUTURE

---

BECOME YOUR OWN SUCCESSOR

---

BUILD YOUR FUTURE BEYOND YOUR CURRENT WORKPLACE

---

SHAPE THE FUTURE OF YOUR ORGANIZATION

---

APRIL 12TH
1-2:30 P.M.
VILLAGE DRIVE
ROOM 101

VIRGINIA INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY
4401 Village Drive
Fairfax, VA 22030

http://viu.edu/

RSVP encouraged by April 8th
Email: library@viu.edu